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Abstract
Let U be a semiunitary space; i.e., a complex vector space with scalar product
given by a positive semidefinite Hermitian form x¨, ¨y. If a linear operator
A : U Ñ U is bounded (i.e., }Au} ď c}u} for some c P R and all u P U),
then the subspace U0 :“ tu P U | xu, uy “ 0u is invariant, and so A defines
the linear operators A0 : U0 Ñ U0 and A1 : U{U0 Ñ U{U0.
Let A be an indecomposable bounded operator on U such that 0 ‰ U0 ‰
U . Let λ be an eigenvalue ofA0. We prove that the algebraic multiplicity of λ
in A1 is not less than the geometric multiplicity of λ in A0, and the geometric
multiplicity of λ in A1 is not less than the number of Jordan blocks Jtpλq of
each fixed size tˆ t in the Jordan canonical form of A0.
We give canonical forms of selfadjoint and isometric operators on U , and
of Hermitian forms on U .
For an arbitrary system of semiunitary spaces and linear mappings
on/between them, we give an algorithm that reduces their matrices to canon-
ical form. Its special cases are Belitskii’s and Littlewood’s algorithms for
systems of linear operators on vector spaces and unitary spaces, respectively.
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1. Introduction
We study linear operators on a complex vector space U with scalar prod-
uct given by a positive semidefinite Hermitian form x¨, ¨y : U ˆ U Ñ C. We
suppose that x¨, ¨y is semilinear in the first argument and linear in the second.
There exists a basis of U , in which the scalar product is given by the
matrix
Hm :“
„
Im 0
0 0

; (1)
we call this basis m-orthonormal or semiorthonormal. If pα1, . . . , αnq and
pβ1, . . . , βnq are the coordinates of u, v P U with respect to an m-orthonormal
basis e1, . . . , en, then
xu, vy “ α¯1β1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` α¯mβm.
Bognar [6, p. 14] calls U a positive semidefinite inner product space. We
call U a semiunitary space for short and basing on the fact that U is a direct
sum of a unitary space (i.e., a complex vector space with positive definite
Hermitian form) and a complex vector space with zero scalar product.
In Section 2 we formulate the main theorems. In Section 3 we give some
reduced form of a matrix of a bounded linear operator, which is used in
the next sections. In Section 4 we prove Theorem 1 about eigenvalues of
bounded linear operators on semiunitary spaces. In Section 5 we prove The-
orem 2 about canonical matrices of seminormal operators (their special cases
are selfadjoint operators and isometric operators) and Hermitian forms on
semiunitary spaces. In Section 6 we construct an algorithm for reducing to
canonical form of matrices of a system of linear mappings on semiunitary
spaces; this section can be read independently of the other sections.
Mehl and Rodman [17] study selfadjoint linear operators on a complex
vector space with singular Hermitian form; they give a canonical form of
selfadjoint operators on semiunitary spaces, which we also give in Theorem
2(a1). Many researches study semidefinite subspaces that are invariant under
a certain linear operator on an indefinite inner product space U . Their results
and many applications are given in [12, 15] if U is nondegenerate, in [16] if
U is possibly degenerate, and in [1, 6] if U is a Krein space.
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All vector spaces that we consider are finite dimensional complex vector
spaces and all matrices are complex matrices.
2. Main results
2.1. Eigenvalues of bounded operators
The isotropic part of a semiunitary space U is the subspace
U0 :“ tu P U | xu, uy “ 0u. (2)
The orthogonal direct sum V kW of semiunitary spaces V and W is the
semiunitary space V ‘W with scalar product
xv ` w, v1 ` w1y :“ xv, v1y ` xw,w1y for v, v1 P V and w,w1 PW.
The direct sum of two linear operators B : V Ñ V and C : W Ñ W on
semiunitary spaces is the linear operator
B ‘ C : V kW Ñ V kW, v ` w ÞÑ Bv ` Cw. (3)
An operator A : U Ñ U is indecomposable if U cannot be decomposed into
an orthogonal direct sum of two invariant subspaces of smaller dimensions.
It follows from [19, Theorem 2] that each operator A : U Ñ U is decom-
posed into a direct sum of indecomposable operators
A1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘At : U1 k ¨ ¨ ¨ k Ut Ñ U1 k ¨ ¨ ¨ k Ut; (4)
this sum is determined uniquely, up to permutation of summands and re-
placement of each summand Ai : Ui Ñ Ui by Bi : Vi Ñ Vi such that there is
a linear bijection Ui Ñ Vi that preserves the scalar products and transforms
Ai to Bi.
The length of u P U is the number }u} :“ axu, uy. A linear operator
A : U Ñ U is bounded if there exists a positive c P R such that
}Au} ď c}u} for all u P U. (5)
Lemma 1. The following statements are equivalent for every operator A on
a semiunitary space U :
(a) The operator A is bounded.
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(b) The subspace U0 defined in (2) is invariant.
(c) The matrix of A in each m-orthonormal basis has the lower block tri-
angular form
A “
„
B 0
C D

, in which B is mˆm. (6)
Proof. (a)ñ (b) Let the operator A be bounded, and let u P U0. By (5),
}Au} ď c}u} “ c0 “ 0. Hence Au P U0.
(b)ñ (c) This statement is obvious.
(c)ñ (a) Let (6) be the matrix of A in an m-orthonormal basis, let
rα1 . . . αnsT be the coordinate vector of u P U , and let a :“ rα1 . . . αmsT .
Then }u} “ |a| :“ ?α¯1α1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` α¯mαm and }Au} “ |Ba|. By [13, Example
5.6.6], |Ba| ď c|a|, in which c P R is the spectral norm of B, and so }Au} ď
c}u}.
If A : U Ñ U is a bounded linear operator, then U0 is an invariant
subspace, and so A defines the linear operators
A0 : U0 Ñ U0, A1 : U{U0 Ñ U{U0, (7)
where A0 is the restriction of A on U0 and A1pu`U0q :“ A1u`U0. If (6) is
the matrix of A in an m-orthonormal basis, then B and D are the matrices
of A1 and A0.
Recall that the algebraic multiplicity of an eigenvalue λ of a linear op-
erator A is the multiplicity of λ as a root of the characteristic polynomial
of A. The geometric multiplicity of λ is the number of Jordan blocks with
eigenvalue λ in the Jordan canonical form of A.
The following theorem is proved in Section 4.
Theorem 1. Let A be an indecomposable bounded operator on a semiunitary
space U . Let A0 and A1 be the operators defined in (7). Let 0 ‰ U0 ‰ U (if
U0 “ 0 or U0 “ U , then U is a unitary space or a vector space, respectively).
If λ is an eigenvalue of A0, then
(a) λ is an eigenvalue of A1,
(b) the algebraic multiplicity of λ in A1 is greater than or equal to the
geometric multiplicity of λ in A0, and
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(c) the geometric multiplicity of λ in A1 is greater than or equal to the
number of Jordan blocks Jkpλq of each fixed size k ˆ k in the Jordan
canonical form of A0.
2.2. Canonical matrices of seminormal operators and Hermitian forms
A ‘matrix A is a block matrix with two vertical strips and two horizontal
strips, in which the diagonal blocks are square. We give its partition into
blocks by writing rAsm, in which mˆm is the size of the first diagonal block.
We always consider the matrix of a linear operator A : U Ñ U in an
m-orthonormal basis as a ‘matrix
A “ rAsm “
„
A11 A12
A21 A22

, in which A11 is mˆm. (8)
Let B : V Ñ V and C : W Ñ W be linear operators on semiunitary
spaces. Let
B “
„
B11 B12
B21 B22

, C “
„
C11 C12
C21 C22

(9)
be their ‘matrices in an m1-orthonormal basis f1, . . . , fn1 of V and an m
2-
orthonormal basis g1, . . . , gn2 of W . Then the
‘matrix of B ‘ C (see (3)) in
the pm1 `m2q-orthonormal basis
f1, . . . , fm1, g1 . . . , gm2, fm1`1, . . . , fn1, gm2`1, . . . , gn2
is the block-direct sum of B and C:
B ‘ C :“
»
——–
B11 0 B12 0
0 C11 0 C12
B21 0 B22 0
0 C21 0 C22
fi
ffiffifl . (10)
Let A be a linear operator on a semiunitary space U . A linear operator
B : U Ñ U is adjoint for A if
xu,Avy “ xBu, vy for all u, v P U. (11)
Lemma 2. Let A and B be linear operators on a semiunitary space U . Let
A1 and B1 be defined by (7).
(a) The operator B is adjoint for A if and only if A and B are bounded
and B1 “ A˚1.
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(b) In matrix form, if A “ “ A1 A2A3 A4 ‰ and B “ “ B1 B2B3 B4 ‰ are the ‘matrices of
A and B in a semiorthonormal basis, then the operator B is adjoint for
A if and only if A2 “ B2 “ 0 and B1 “ A˚1 .
Proof. Since (a) and (b) are equivalent, it suffices to prove (b). The equality
(11) holds if and only if pIm ‘ 0qA “ B˚pIm ‘ 0q, if and only if A2 “ B2 “ 0
and B1 “ A˚1 .
Let A be a linear operator on a semiunitary space U . The operator A is
selfadjoint if xAu, vy “ xu,Avy, and A is metric if xAu,Avy “ xu, vy for all
u, v P U .
Lemma 3. A linear operator A on a semiunitary space U is selfadjoint
(respectively, metric) if and only if it is bounded and the operator A1 on the
unitary space U1 defined in (7) is selfadjoint (respectively, metric).
Proof. Let U be a semiunitary space.
ùñ. Let A : U Ñ U be an unbounded operator, and let u P U0 be such
thatAu R U0. Then A is not selfadjoint since xAu,Auy ‰ 0 and xu,A2uy “ 0;
A is not metric since xu, uy “ 0 and xAu,Auy ‰ 0.
Hence, if A : U Ñ U is a selfadjoint or metric operator, then it is bounded
and U0 is its invariant subspace. If A is selfadjoint, then xApu ` U0q, v `
U0y “ xAu ` AU0, v ` U0y “ xAu, vy “ xu,Avy “ xu ` U0,Apv ` U0qy
for all u, v P U , and so A1 : U1 Ñ U1 is selfadjoint. If A is metric, then
xApu`U0q,Apv`U0qy “ xu`U0, v`U0y for all u, v P U , and so A1 : U1 Ñ U1
is metric.
ðù. Let A : U Ñ U be a bounded operator. If A1 is selfadjoint, then
xAu, vy “ xApu ` U0q, v ` U0y “ xu ` U0,Apv ` U0qy “ xu,Avy, and so A
is selfadjoint. If A1 is metric, then xAu,Avy “ xApu ` U0q,Apv ` U0qy “
xu` U0, v ` U0y “ xu, vy, and so A is metric.
The following definition is natural in view of Lemma 3: an operator
A on a semiunitary space U is seminormal if A is bounded and A1 is a
normal operator on the unitary space U1. Let A and B be linear operators
on a semiunitary space U . If B is adjoint for A and AB “ BA, then A is
seminormal; the converse is not true.
Write
Jnpλq :“
»
———–
λ 0
1 λ
. . .
. . .
0 1 λ
fi
ffiffiffifl pn-by-n, λ P Cq. (12)
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The following theorem is proved in Section 5.
Theorem 2. (a) Let A be a seminormal operator on a semiunitary space.
Then there exists a semiorthonormal basis, in which the ‘matrix of A is a
block-direct sum, uniquely determined up to permutation of summands, of
‘matrices of the type
rJnpλqsl in which λ P C and l P t0, 1u (13)
(see (8)). In particular,
(a1) if A is a selfadjoint operator on a semiunitary space, then there exists a
semiorthonormal basis, in which the ‘matrix of A is a block-direct sum,
uniquely determined up to permutation of summands, of ‘matrices of
the types
rJnpλqs1 pλ P Rq, rJnpµqs0 pµ P Cq;
(a2) if A is a metric operator on a semiunitary space, then there exists a
semiorthonormal basis, in which the ‘matrix of A is a block-direct sum,
uniquely determined up to permutation of summands, of ‘matrices of
the types
rJnpλqs1 pλ P C and |λ| “ 1q, rJnpµqs0 pµ P Cq.
(b) Let F be a Hermitian form on a semiunitary space. Then there exists
a semiorthonormal basis, in which the ‘matrix of F is a block-direct sum,
uniquely determined up to permutation of summands, of ‘matrices of the
types „
0 1
1 0

1
, rλs1 pλ P Rq, r1s0, r´1s0, r0s0. (14)
The statement (a1) is [17, Theorem 13].
2.3. An algorithm for reducing to canonical form of matrices of systems of
linear mappings on semiunitary spaces
Let A “ rAijs2i,j“1 and B “ rBijs2i,j“1 be ‘matrices, in which A11 and B11
are m ˆm. We say that A and B are semiunitarily similar if S´1AS “ B
for some nonsingular matrix of the form
S “
„
S11 0
S21 S22

, in which S11 is an mˆm unitary matrix. (15)
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In Section 6, which can be read independently of Sections 3–5, we give
an algorithm that reduces a matrix of a bounded operator on a semiunitary
space to canonical form. This algorithm reduces each ‘matrix A to some
‘matrix Acan by transformations of semiunitary similarity (see (16)) such
that
two ‘matrices A and B are semiunitarily similar if and only if
Acan “ Bcan.
Moreover, this algorithm reduces to canonical form matrices of an arbitrary
finite system of semiunitary spaces and linear mappings between them, which
we consider as a semiunitary representation of a quiver (see Section 6.1).
Thus, a ‘matrix A is canonical if the algorithm acts identically on it. Un-
fortunately, it is impossible to describe explicitly the set of canonical forms
since this description would contain, in particular, the canonical matrices
of each system of linear mappings. Even the problem of classifying linear
operators on a unitary space is considered as hopeless because it contains
the problem of classifying an arbitrary system consisting of several unitary
spaces and linear mappings between them; i.e., the problem of classifying
unitary representations of an arbitrary quiver (see [18, 20]). Special cases of
this algorithm are Littlewood’s and Belitskii’s algorithms.
Littlewood’s algorithm [14] reduces a square matrix to canonical form
under unitary similarity. It was rediscovered in [5, 18]; see the survey [23].
Unitary and Euclidean representations of quivers are studied in [18, 20] using
Littlewood’s algorithm.
Belitskii’s algorithm [2, 3, 21] reduces to canonical form the matrices
of an arbitrary system of linear mappings. The geometric form of Tame-
Wild Theorem [10] was formulated and proved in [21] in terms of Belitskii’s
canonical matrices. Belitskii’s algorithm is used in [7, 8, 9, 22].
3. Matrices of bounded linear operators
Lemma 4. Let e1, . . . , en be an m-orthonormal basis of a semiunitary space
U , and let f1, . . . , fn be any basis of U . Then f1, . . . , fn is m-orthonormal if
and only if the change of coordinates matrix has the form (15).
Proof. ùñ. Let the basis f1, . . . , fn be m-orthonormal. Let the change of
coordinates matrix be partitioned as follows: S “ rSijs2i,j“1, in which S11 is
mˆm. Then the block S12 is zero since both em`1, . . . , en and fm`1, . . . , fn
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are bases of U0. The block S11 is unitary since Im‘0n´m is the matrix of the
scalar product in both e1, . . . , en and f1, . . . , fn, and hence S
˚pIm‘0n´mqS “
Im ‘ 0n´m, which implies that S˚11S11 “ Im.
ðù. If the change of coordinates matrix has the form (15), then S˚pIm‘
0n´mqS “ Im ‘ 0n´m, and so f1, . . . , fn is an m-orthonormal basis.
Let B and C be two ‘matrices of the form (9), in which the blocks B11
and C11 are mˆm. By Lemma 4,
the problem of classifying linear operators on a semiunitary space
is reduced to the problem of classifying ‘matrices up to semiu-
nitary similarity.
(16)
We say that a ‘matrix is decomposable if it is semiunitarily similar to
a block-direct sum (10) of ‘matrices of smaller sizes. A linear operator is
decomposable (see (3)) if and only if its matrix is decomposable.
The second problem in (16) is reduced to the problem of classifying inde-
composable ‘matrices up to semiunitary similarity since
each ‘matrix is semiunitarily similar to a block-direct sum of
indecomposable ‘matrices, and this sum is uniquely determined
up to semiunitary similarity of summands
(17)
(compare with (4)). This statement is proved by applying [19, Theorem 2]
to a pair consisting of the Hermitian form x¨, ¨y and a linear operator because
by [19, Theorem 2] each system of sesquilinear forms and linear operators
on a complex vector space is decomposed into a direct sum of indecompos-
able systems, and this sum is uniquely determined up to isomorphisms of
summands.
For each a “ rα1 . . . αksT P Ckˆ1, we define
|a| :“ ?α¯1α1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` α¯kαk.
Therefore, if pα1, . . . , αnq are the coordinates of a vector u of a semiunitary
space in an m-orthonormal basis and a1 :“ rα1 . . . αmsT , then
}u} “ |a1|. (18)
Lemma 5. Let A be a bounded linear operator on a semiunitary space. Let
λ1, . . . , λs be all distinct eigenvalues of A1 in any prescribed order. Then the
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‘matrix of A in some m-orthonormal basis has the form
A “
»
———————–
B11 0
. . . 0
Bs1 Bss
C11 . . . C1s Jm1pµ1q 0
...
...
. . .
Cr1 . . . Crs 0 Jmrpµrq
fi
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
, (19)
in which each Bii is a lower triangular matrix with the single eigenvalue λi,
each Jmj pµjq is of the form (12), and
Cij “ 0 if λi ‰ µj . (20)
Proof. Let A “ r B 0C D s be a ‘matrix of A in an m-orthonormal basis. Chang-
ing the basis, we can reduce it by transformations S´1AS, in which S is
an arbitrary nonsingular matrix of the form (15). By Schur’s triangulariza-
tion theorem [13, Theorem 2.3.1], there exists a unitary matrix P such that
P´1BP is lower triangular with eigenvalues in any prescribed order; we take
them in the order
λ1, . . . , λ1, λ2, . . . , λ2, . . . , λs, . . . , λs.
There exists a nonsingular matrix Q such that Q´1DQ is a Jordan matrix.
Replacing A by pP ‘Qq´1ApP ‘Qq, we reduce A to the form (19), in which
the blocks Cij may not satisfy (20).
If (20) does not hold, then we take the first Cpq ‰ 0 with λp ‰ µq in the
sequence
C1s, C1,s´1, . . . , C11, C2s, C2,s´1, . . . , C21, . . . . (21)
Take S :“ “ Im 0
X I
‰
, in which X “ rXijs is a block matrix partitioned con-
formally with rCijs, and Xij “ 0 if pi, jq ‰ pp, qq. Then all blocks of
A outside of rCijs and all blocks Cij that precede Cpq in (21) coincide
with the corresponding blocks of A1 “ S´1AS. The block Cpq becomes
C 1pq “ Cpq ´XpqBqq ` JmppµpqXpq in A1. Since µp ‰ λq, by Gantmacher [11,
Chapter VIII, § 3] there exists Xpq such that C
1
pq “ 0.
In the same manner, we take the first nonzero block C 1p1q1 with λp1 ‰ µq1
in the sequence
C 11s, C
1
1,s´1, . . . , C
1
11, C
1
2s, C
1
2,s´1, . . . , C
1
21, . . . ,
make it zero, and so on, until we obtain a matrix (19) satisfying (20).
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Lemma 6. A ‘matrix A “ r B 0C D s is semiunitarily similar to a ‘matrix
A1 “ “ B1 0
C1 D1
‰
if and only if A is reduced to A1 by a finite sequence of the
following transformations:
(i) a unitary row-transformation in rB 0s, then the inverse unitary column-
transformation in r BC s (thus, B is reduced by transformations of unitary
similarity);
(ii) an elementary row-transformation in rC Ds, then the inverse column-
transformation in r 0D s (thus, D is reduced by transformations of simi-
larity);
(iii) adding row i of B multiplied by c P C to row j of C, then subtracting
column j of D multiplied by c from column i of C.
Proof. Each transformation (i), (ii), or (iii) is a transformation A ÞÑ R´1AR
with R of the form„
R1 0
0 I

,
„
I 0
0 R2

, or
„
I 0
R3 I

, (22)
respectively, in which R1 is a unitary matrix, R2 is an elementary matrix, and
R3 is a matrix with only one nonzero entry. Each nonsingular matrix S of the
form (15) is a product of matrices of the form (22), and so the transformation
A ÞÑ S´1AS is a sequence of transformations of types (i)–(iii).
4. Proof of Theorem 1
Let A be an indecomposable bounded operator on a semiunitary space U
and 0 ‰ U0 ‰ U . Let λ be an eigenvalue of A0. There is a semiorthonormal
basis, in which the ‘matrix A of A has the form (19) with µ1 “ λ.
4.1. Proof of Theorem 1(a)
If λ is not an eigenvalue of A1, then C11, . . . , C1s are zero by Lemma 5,
in this case Jm1pµ1q is a block-direct summand. Since A is indecomposable,
A “ Jm1pµ1q, hence U “ U0, which contradicts the condition 0 ‰ U0 ‰ U .
Therefore, λ is an eigenvalue of A1. By Lemma 5, we can take λs “ λ.
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4.2. Proof of Theorem 1(b)
Replacing A by A ´ λ1, we make λ “ 0. Then B0 :“ Bss has the
eigenvalue 0 and the other Bii are nonsingular. Using transformation (ii)
from Lemma 6, we reduce A to the form
A “
B2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . 0
B1 B0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . 0
E11 F11 0n1 0 0
E21 F21 0n2 0 0
E22 F22 In2 0n2 0
E31 F31 0n3 0 0 0
E32 F32 In3 0n3 0 0
E33 F33 0 In3 0n3 0...
... 0
. . .
...
˚ ˚ 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . K
(23)
in which B2 and K are nonsingular, B0 has only the eigenvalue 0, and
n1, n2, . . . P t0, 1, 2, . . . u (if ni “ 0, then Jip0niq is absent).
If there exists Fij ‰ 0 with j ě 2, then let Fpq be the first nonzero block
in the sequence
F22, F33, F32, F44, F43, F42, . . . . (24)
We make Fpq “ 0 by adding linear combinations of columns of Inp to columns
of Fpq (transformation (iii) from Lemma 6); these transformations and the
inverse row-transformations do not change the blocks that precede Fpq in
(24). We repeat this reduction until we obtain Fi2 “ Fi3 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ Fii “ 0 for
all i.
If there exists Eij ‰ 0, then let Epq be the first nonzero block in the
sequence
E11, E21, E22, E31, E32, E33, . . . . (25)
Adding linear combinations of rows of B2 to rows of Epq, we make Epq “ 0;
these transformations and the inverse transformations of columns do not
change the blocks that precede Epq in (25). We repeat this reduction until
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we make Eij “ 0 for all i, j and obtain
A “
B2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . 0
B1 B0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . 0
0 F11 0n1 0 0
0 F21 0n2 0 0
0 0 In2 0n2 0
0 F31 0n3 0 0 0
0 0 In3 0n3 0 0
0 0 0 In3 0n3 0...
... 0
. . .
...
˚ ˚ 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . K
. (26)
A linear combination of rows of Fi1 with i ą 1 can be added to any row
of F11; the inverse transformation of columns do not change A. A linear
combination of rows of F31 can be added to any row of F21; the inverse trans-
formation of columns spoils the second block to the right of In2; we restore
it adding linear combinations of rows of In3 ; the inverse transformation of
columns do not change A. In a similar way,
a linear combination of rows of Fi1 can be added to any row of
Fj1 with j ă i. (27)
Let us consider the matrix
F :“
»
———–
F11
F21
...
Ft1
fi
ffiffiffifl (28)
formed by all blocks Fi1. Let p ˆ q be the size of F . If its rows are linearly
dependent, then we make a zero row by transformations (27), which is im-
possible since A is indecomposable and U0 ‰ U . Hence, the rows of F are
linearly independent, and so p ď q. However, p is the geometric multiplicity
of the eigenvalue 0 in A0 and q is the algebraic multiplicity of 0 in A1, which
proves Theorem 1(b).
4.3. Proof of Theorem 1(c)
Let A be given by the matrix (23), in which B2 andK are nonsingular and
B0 has only the eigenvalue zero. By transformations of unitary similarity,
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we reduce B0 to the form rB3 0s, in which the columns of B3 are linearly
independent. Then we join to K all blocks Jip0niq with the exception of one
block Jkp0nkq with nk ‰ 0 and obtain
A “
B2 0 0 0 0 0 . . . 0 0
B1 B3 0 0 0 0 . . . 0 0
E1 G1 H1 0nk 0 0
E2 G2 H2 Ink 0nk 0
E3 G3 H3 Ink 0nk 0...
...
...
. . .
. . .
...
Ek Gk Hk 0 Ink 0nk 0
˚ ˚ ˚ 0 0 0 . . . 0 M
in which M does not contain the direct summands Jkp0q.
We make zero all blocks Ei and Gi by transformations (iii) from Lemma
6 as follows. If the first nonzero block in the sequence
G1, E1, G2, E2, G3, E3, . . . (29)
is Gi, then we make Gi “ 0 by adding linear combinations of rows that cross
B3. If the first nonzero block in (29) is Ei, then we made Ei “ 0 by adding
linear combinations of rows that cross B2. All preceding blocks in (29) remain
zero under these transformations and the inverse transformations.
We reduce H1, H2, . . . , Hk by transformations (ii) from Lemma 6 as fol-
lows. If
R :“
»
——–
R1 0
R2 R1. . .
. . .
. . .
Rk
. . . R2 R1
fi
ffiffifl ,
in which all blocks are nk ˆ nk and R1 is nonsingular, then RJkp0nkqR´1 “
Jkp0nkq, and so we can reduce
H :“
»
–H1...
Hk
fi
fl
by transformations RH . Therefore, we can reduce H by the following trans-
formations:
(α) Simultaneous elementary transformations of rows in all Hi.
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(β) For any c P C, q ‰ 0, i, and j, adding row i of Hp multiplied by c to
row j of Hp`q simultaneously for all p “ 1, 2, . . . , k ´ q.
(γ) Elementary transformations of columns of H .
We make
H1 “
„
Ir1 0
0 0

by transformations (α) and (γ).
We partition H2 “
“
H21
H22
‰
so that H21 has r1 rows, make zeros in H22
under Ir1 , reduce the remaining part of H22 to Ir2 ‘ 0, and obtain
H2 “
»
– H21
0nk´r1,r1
Ir2 0
0 0
fi
fl , H21 is r1 ˆ h,
in which h is the number of columns in H .
We partition H3 “
“
H31
H32
‰
so that H31 has r1` r2 rows, make zeros in H32
under Ir1 and Ir2, reduce the remaining part of H22 to Ir3 ‘ 0, and obtain
H3 “
»
– H31
0nk´r1´r2,r1`r2
Ir3 0
0 0
fi
fl , H31 is pr1 ` r2q ˆ h.
We repeat this reduction until we obtain
Hk “
»
– Hk1
0nk´r1´¨¨¨´rk´1,r1`¨¨¨`rk´1
Irk 0
0 0
fi
fl , Hk1 is pr1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` rk´1q ˆ h.
If the last row of Hk is zero, then the last row is zero in all Hi, which
contradicts the indecomposability of A and U0 ‰ U . Hence nk “ r1`¨ ¨ ¨`rk,
which is the number of blocks Jkp0q in the Jordan canonical form of A0. This
proves Theorem 1(c) since nk ď h and h is the geometric multiplicity of 0 in
A1.
5. Proof of Theorem 2
5.1. Proof of Theorem 2(a)
It suffices to show that for each indecomposable seminormal operator
there exists an orthonormal basis in which its ‘matrix has the form (13); the
uniqueness of the block-direct sum follows from (17).
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Let A be an indecomposable seminormal operator on a semiunitary space
U . There is a semiorthonormal basis, in which its ‘matrix has the form (19).
Since A1 is normal, we can take all Bii “ λiI and Bij “ 0 if i ‰ j. Since A
is indecomposable and (20) holds, A has a single eigenvalue λ.
If U0 “ 0, then A “ rλs1. If U0 “ U , then A “ rJnpλqs0.
Let 0 ‰ U0 ‰ U . It is sufficient to consider the case λ “ 0. There is
a semiorthonormal basis, in which the ‘matrix of A has the form (26) with
B0 “ 0 and without B2 and K. Its submatrix (28) has linearly independent
rows; it is reduced by elementary column-transformations, elementary row-
transformations within each Fi1, and the transformations (27). Using these
transformations, we reduce Ft1 to the form rI 0 . . . , 0s, and then make zero
all the entries of F over I. Since A is indecomposable, F “ Ft1 “ r1s, and
so A “ rJtp0qs1.
5.2. Proof of Theorem 2(b)
Let F : U ˆU Ñ C be a sesquilinear form on a semiunitary space U . Let
F “ r A BC D s be its ‘matrix in a semiorthonormal basis. Changing the basis,
we can reduce F by transformations of semiunitary *congruence S˚FS, in
which S is a nonsingular matrix of the form (15).
Lemma 7. A ‘matrix F “ r A BC D s is semiunitarily *congruent to a ‘matrix
F 1 “ “ A1 B1
C1 D1
‰
if and only if F is reduced to F 1 by a sequence of the following
transformations:
(i) a unitary row-transformation in rABs, then the *congruent column-
transformation in r AC s (thus, A is reduced by transformations of unitary
*congruence);
(ii) an elementary row-transformation in rC Ds, then the *congruent
column-transformation in r BD s (thus, D is reduced by transformations
of *congruence);
(iii) adding row i of rC Ds multiplied by c P C to row j of rABs, then adding
column i of r BD s multiplied by c¯ to column j of r AC s.
Proof. This lemma follows from the fact that each nonsingular matrix S of
the form (15) is a product of matrices of the form (22).
A ‘matrix is indecomposable for semiunitary *congruence if it is not semi-
unitarily *congruent to a block-direct sum of ‘matrices of smaller sizes. By
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analogy with the proof of (17), we apply [19, Theorem 2] to a pair consisting
of the Hermitian form x¨, ¨y and a sesquilinear form and obtain that
each ‘matrix is semiunitarily *congruent to a block-direct sum
of ‘matrices that are indecomposable for semiunitary *congru-
ence, and this sum is uniquely determined, up to semiunitary
*congruence of summands.
(30)
Let F “ “ A B
B˚ D
‰
, in which A˚ “ A and D˚ “ D, be a Hermitian ‘matrix that
is indecomposable with respect to semiunitary *congruence. Due to (30), it
suffices to prove that F is semiunitarily *congruent to exactly one ‘matrix
of the form (14).
We reduce D to the form I‘p´Iq‘0 by transformations (ii) from Lemma
7. Make zero the entries of B over I and ´I by transformations (iii).
IfD ‰ 0, then F is r1s0 or r´1s0 since F is indecomposable for semiunitary
*congruence.
Let D “ 0. We reduce B to the form I ‘ 0 by transformations (i) and
(ii), partition A, and obtain
F “
„
A B
B˚ D

“
»
——–
X Y I 0
Y ˚ Z 0 0
I 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
fi
ffiffifl , in which X˚ “ X, Z˚ “ Z.
Make Y “ 0 and X “ 0 by additions of linear combinations of columns
of r B
0
s (transformations (iii)). Then reduce Z to a real diagonal matrix by
transformations (i). Since F is indecomposable for semiunitary *congruence,
it is r 0 1
1 0
s
1
, rλs1 pλ P Rq, or r0s0, which proves Theorem 2(d).
6. An algorithm for reducing to canonical form of matrices of sys-
tems of linear mappings on semiunitary spaces
6.1. Semiunitary representations of quivers
Let m “ pm1, . . . , mlq and n “ pn1, . . . , nrq be two sequences of nonnega-
tive integers. An mˆ n matrix is a block matrix M “ rMijsli“1rj“1, in which
every block Mij is mi ˆ nj (thus, some horizontal and vertical strips can be
empty).
A quiver is a directed graph, in which loops and multiple edges are al-
lowed. Its semiunitary representation is given by assigning a semiunitary
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space to each vertex and a linear mapping of the corresponding spaces to
each arrow.
Example 1. Let us consider the quiver Q and its semiunitary representation
R:
Q : u
vγ 99
α
DD✠✠✠✠✠✠ δ **
ε
44 w
β
[[✻✻✻✻✻✻
ζ

cc
η
R : U
VC <<
A
DD✟✟✟✟✟✟ D
**
E
44W
B
[[✼✼✼✼✼✼
F

cc
G
(31)
in which U, V,W are semiunitary spaces and A,B, . . . ,G are linear mappings.
Choosing semiorthonormal bases in the spaces U, V,W , we give these map-
pings by their matrices A,B, . . . , G. Changing the bases, we can reduce them
by transformations
u
vS´1v CSv 99
S´1u ASv
??⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦ S
´1
w DSv
,,
S´1w ESv
22 w
S´1u BSw
``❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆
S´1w FSw

cc
S´1w GSw
(32)
where Su, Sv, Sw are the transition matrices of the form (15). Therefore,
the problem of classifying semiunitary representations of the quiver Q is the
problem of classifying matrix tuples pA,B, . . . , Gq up to transformations (32)
given by nonsingular matrices of the form (15).
6.2. Transformations of pΛ,Uq-similarity
Recall that a matrix algebra is a vector space of matrices of the same size
that contains the identity matrix and is closed with respect to multiplication.
The following definition of a reduced algebra is given in [21, Definition
1.1] over an arbitrary field. The term “reduced” is used because for every
algebra Ξ Ă Cnˆn there exists a nonsingular matrix P P Cnˆn such that
P´1ΞP is a reduced matrix algebra (see [21, Theorem 1.1]).
Definition 1. (a) A basic reduced algebra Γ over C is an algebra of t ˆ t
upper triangular complex matrices satisfying the following condition:
• there exists an equivalence relation
« in T “ t1, . . . , tu, (33)
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• for each pair I,J P T {« of equivalence classes, there exists a system
of linear equationsÿ
IQiăjPJ
c
p1q
ij xij “ 0,
ÿ
IQiăjPJ
c
p2q
ij xij “ 0, . . . ,
ÿ
IQiăjPJ
c
pr
IJ
q
ij xij “ 0, (34)
in which all c
plq
ij P C and rIJ ě 0,
such that Γ consists of all upper triangular complex matrices
S “
»
———–
s11 s12 ¨ ¨ ¨ s1t
s22
. . .
...
. . . st´1,t
0 stt
fi
ffiffiffifl ,
in which all diagonal entries satisfy the condition
sii “ sjj if i « j ,
and all entries above the diagonal satisfy the system of equalitiesÿ
IQiăjPJ
c
p1q
ij sij “ 0,
ÿ
IQiăjPJ
c
p2q
ij sij “ 0, . . . ,
ÿ
IQiăjPJ
c
pr
IJ
q
ij sij “ 0 (35)
for each pair I,J P T {«.
(b) Let Γ be a basic reduced algebra over C, and let n “ pn1, . . . , ntq be
a sequence of nonnegative integers such that ni “ nj if i « j. A reduced
algebra Λ :“ Γnˆn is the algebra of n ˆ n matrices that consists of all upper
block triangular n ˆ n matrices
S “
»
———–
S11 S12 ¨ ¨ ¨ S1t
S22
. . .
...
. . . St´1,t
0 Stt
fi
ffiffiffifl , each Sij is ni ˆ nj , (36)
in which all diagonal blocks satisfy the condition
Sii “ Sjj if i « j , (37)
and all blocks above the diagonal satisfy the system of equalitiesÿ
IQiăjPJ
c
p1q
ij Sij “ 0,
ÿ
IQiăjPJ
c
p2q
ij Sij “ 0, . . . ,
ÿ
IQiăjPJ
c
pr
IJ
q
ij Sij “ 0 (38)
for each pair I,J P T {«.
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Thus, Λ as a complex vector space is a direct sum of vector spaces
Λ “ ∆‘Υ, (39)
in which ∆ consists of block diagonal martices S11 ‘ S22 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Stt and Υ
consists of block triangular matrices with zero block diagonal.
Let Λ be a reduced algebra of n ˆ n matrices, and let U Ă T be closed
under the relation « from (33); that is, i P U and i « j imply j P U . Denote
by GpΛ,Uq the group of all nonsingular nˆ n matrices S P Λ satisfying the
following condition:
Sii is unitary if i P U .
If all ni in n “ pn1, . . . , ntq are nonzero, then
the algebra Λ, its partition nˆ n, the equivalence relation (33),
and the set U are uniquely determined by the group GpΛ,Uq due
to the structure of its matrices.
We say that two matricesM and N are pΛ,Uq-similar and writeM „pΛ,Uq N
if there exists S P G pΛ,Uq such that S´1MS “ N .
6.3. The problem of classifying matrices up to pΛ,Uq-similarity contains the
problem of classifying semiunitary representations of quivers
A classification problemM contains a classification problem N if a solu-
tion of N can be obtained from a solution ofM (a formal definition is given
in [4, p. 205]).
Lemma 8. For each quiver Q, there exist a basic reduced algebra Γ and a
set U Ă T closed under the equivalence (33) such that for each n the problem
of classifying nˆ n matrices up to pΓnˆn,Uq-similarity contains the problem
of classifying semiunitary representations of Q.
Proof. For the sake of clarify, we prove the lemma for the quiver Q in (31).
Let us choose semiorthonormal bases in the spaces U, V,W and interchange
the basis vectors such that the matrices of scalar products are given by the
matrices
Hu “
„
0m1 0
0 Im2

, Hv “
„
0n1 0
0 In2

, Hw “
„
0r1 0
0 Ir2

. (40)
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Let A,B, . . . , G be the matrices of a semiunitary representation R from (31).
The transition matrices that preserve (40) have the form
Su “
„
U1 U2
0 U3

, Sv “
„
V1 V2
0 V3

, Sw “
„
W1 W2
0 W3

,
in which U3, V3,W3 are unitary matrices. Let us construct by A,B, . . . , G
the matrix
M :“
»
——–
0m1`m2 A B 0
0 C 0 0
0 D F 0
0 E G 0r1`r2
fi
ffiffifl .
If S :“ Su ‘ Sv ‘ Sw ‘ Sw, then
S´1MS “
»
——–
0 S´1u ASv S
´1
u BSw 0
0 S´1v CSv 0 0
0 S´1w DSv S
´1
w FSw 0
0 S´1w ESv S
´1
w GSw 0
fi
ffiffifl ;
therefore, the blocks A,B, . . . , G are reduced as in (32).
The matrices of the form
S “
„
U1 U2
0 U3

‘
„
V1 V2
0 V3

‘
„
W1 W2
0 W3

‘
„
W1 W2
0 W3

compose the group G pΓnˆn,Uq, and so
• T “ t1, 2, . . . , 8u, in which 5 « 7 and 6 « 8;
• the system of equations (35) consists of the equations
sij “ 0, 1 ď i ă j ď 8, pi, jq R tp1, 2q, p3, 4q, p5, 6q, p7, 8qu
and s56 “ s78;
• U “ t2, 4, 6, 8u;
• n :“ pm1, m2, n1, n2, r1, r2, r1, r2q.
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6.4. An algorithm for reducing matrices to canonical form under pΛ,Uq-
similarity
In this section, we give an algorithm for reducing an n ˆ n matrix M to
a canonical form Mcan under pΛ, Uq-similarity.
A brief sketch of the algorithm is as follows. We start from a triple
pM,Λ,Uq that consists of an n ˆ n matrix M , a reduced algebra Λ of nˆ n
matrices, and a set U Ă T closed under «.
• First we order the blocks of M as follows:
Mt1 ăMt2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ăMtt ăMt´1,1 ăMt´1,2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ăMt´1,t ă ¨ ¨ ¨ . (41)
• Take the first block Mpq that is changed by admissible transformations
and reduce it to its canonical form M 1pq, which we describe below.
• Restrict the set of admissible transformations to those that preserve
M 1pq and refine the partition in accordance with the partition of M
1
pq.
We obtain a new triple pM 1,Λ1,U 1q, in which M 1 is pΛ,Uq-similar to M and
Λ1 Š Λ. We repeat this construction until we obtain the sequence
pM,Λ,Uq, pM 1,Λ1,U 1q, pM2,Λ2,U2q, . . . , pM pkq,Λpkq,U pkqq, (42)
in which k ě 0 and M pkq is pΛpkq,U pkqq-similar only to itself. The obtaining
matrixMcan :“M pkq is the canonical form of M under pΛ,Uq-similarity since
we prove in Theorem 3 that
M „pΛ,Uq Mcan , M „pΛ,Uq N ðñ Mcan “ Ncan .
Let us construct pM 1,Λ1,U 1q. We say that a block Mij of M is stable if it
is not changed by pΛ, Uq-similarity transformations. Let Mij be stable.
• If i « j, then Mij “ aijI for some aij P C since Mij is not changed by
transformations S´1ii MijSjj, in which Sii “ Sjj is an arbitrary nonsin-
gular or unitary matrix.
• If i ff j, then Mij “ 0 (we put aij “ 0) since it is not changed by trans-
formations S´1ii MijSjj, in which Sii and Sjj are arbitrary nonsingular
or unitary matrices.
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If all blocks of M are stable, then M is invariant under pΛ, Uq-similarity;
we put Mcan :“M . Suppose that not all blocks of M are stable.
Let Mpq be the first nonstable block with respect to the ordering (41),
and let p P P and q P Q, where P,Q P T { « are equivalence classes. If
M 1 :“ S´1MS, in which S P G pΛ, Uq has the form (36), then the pp, qq block
of the matrix MS “ SM 1 is
Mp1S1q `Mp2S2q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `MpqSqq “ SppM 1pq ` Sp,p`1M 1p`1,q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` SptM 1tq.
Since all Mij ăMpq are stable, we have that
ap1S1q`¨ ¨ ¨`ap,q´1Sq´1,q`MpqSqq “ SppM 1pq`Sp,p`1ap`1,q`¨ ¨ ¨`Sptatq, (43)
in which we remove all summands with aij “ 0; their sizes may differ from
the size of Mpq.
In the following cases, we reduceMpq to some simple formM
1
pq and restrict
the set of pΛ, Uq-similarity transformations to those that preserveM 1pq. Thus,
we take
G pΛ1, U 1q :“ tS P G pΛ, Uq | pM 1Sqpq “ pSM 1qpqu, (44)
where pXqpq denotes the pp, qq block of X.
Case I: pMEqpq ‰ pEMqpq for some E P Υ (see (39)). This means that the
r
PQ
equalities (38) with pI,J q “ pP,Qq do not imply
ap1S1q ` ap2S2q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ap,q´1Sq´1,q “ Sp,p`1ap`1,q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Sptatq (45)
(see (43)). Take S P G pΛ, Uq of the form (36) with pS11, S22, . . . , Sttq “
pI, . . . , Iq that satisfies (43) with M 1pq “ 0. We obtain M 1 “ S´1MS,
in whichM 1pq “ 0. The reduced algebra Λ1 defined in (44) consists of all
S P Λ satisfying (45) (we add it to the system (38)), its decomposition
(39) has the form Λ1 “ ∆‘Υ1 with the same ∆. We have n1 “ n, and
U 1 “ U .
Case II: pMEqpq “ pEMqpq for all E P Υ. This means that the rPQ equalities
(38) with pI,J q “ pP,Qq imply (45). Then (43) simplifies toMpqSqq “
SppM
1
pq; that is,
M 1pq “ S´1pp MpqSqq. (46)
In each of the following subcases, we reduce Mpq to some simple form.
In the sequel, we use only those Spp and Sqq that preserve this form.
Thus,
Λ1 “ ∆1 ‘Υ,
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in which Υ is the same as in (39).
Subcase II(a): p ff q and p, q R U . Then Spp and Sqq in (46) are arbitrary
nonsingular matrices. We choose S P G pΛ, Uq such that
M 1pq “ S´1pp MpqSqq “
„
0 I
0 0

. (47)
The algebra Λ1 consists of all S P Λ for which
Spp
„
0 I
0 0

“
„
0 I
0 0

Sqq; (48)
that is, for which Spp and Sqq have the form
Spp “
„
P1 P2
0 P3

, Sqq “
„
Q1 Q2
0 Q3

, P1 “ Q3. (49)
We make the additional partition of the matrices of Λ extending the
partitions of Spp and Sqq, and rewrite the equalities (37) and (38) for
smaller blocks.
Subcase II(b): p ff q, p P U , and q R U . Then Spp is unitary and Sqq is
nonsingular. We reduce Mpq to the form (47). The equality (48) with
unitary Spp implies (49) with P2 “ 0 and unitary P1 and P3. Hence,
Λ1 consists of all S P Λ, in which Spp and Sqq are of the form (49) with
P2 “ 0; P1 and P3 are unitary in the matrices of G pΛ1, U 1q.
Subcase II(c): p ff q, p R U , and q P U . Then Spp is nonsingular and Sqq
is unitary. We reduce Mpq to the form (47). The equality (48) with
unitary Sqq implies (49) with Q2 “ 0 and unitary Q1 and Q3.
Subcase II(d): p ff q and p, q P U . Then Spp and Sqq are unitary. We reduce
Mpq by transformations (46) to the form
M 1pq “ a1I ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ akI ‘ 0 with real a1 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą ak ą 0.
If SppM
1
pq “M 1pqSqq with unitary Spp and Sqq, then they have the form
Spp “ S1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Sk ‘ P, Sqq “ S1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Sk ‘Q,
in which each Si has the same size as aiI (see [20, Lemma 2.1(a)]).
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Subcase II(e): p « q and p, q R U . Then Spp “ Sqq is an arbitrary nonsingular
matrix. We reduce Mpq by transformations (46) to its Weyr canonical
form under similarity
M 1pq “
»
———–
λ1I r I0 s 0
λ1I
. . .
. . . r I
0
s
0 λ1I
fi
ffiffiffifl‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘
»
———–
λkI r I0 s 0
λkI
. . .
. . . r I
0
s
0 λkI
fi
ffiffiffifl ,
in which λ1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă λk with respect to the lexicographical ordering of
complex numbers:
a` bi ă c` di if either a ă c, or a “ c and b ă d. (50)
All commuting with M 1pq matrices form a reduced algebra with equa-
tions (34) of the form xij “ xi1j1 and xij “ 0 (see [21, Section 1.3]).
Subcase II(f): p « q and p, q P U . Then Spp “ Sqq is a unitary matrix. We
reduce Mpq by transformations (46) to the form
M 1pq “
»
———–
λ1I F12 . . . F1k
λ2I
. . .
...
. . . Fk´1,k
0 λkI
fi
ffiffiffifl ,
λ1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď λk (see (50));
if λi “ λi`1, then the
columns of Fi,i`1 are lin-
early independent.
(51)
Let ĂM 1pq be obtained from M 1pq by replacing all Fij with rFij of the same
sizes such that the columns of rFi,i`1 are linearly independent if λi “
λi`1. The equality SppM
1
pq “ ĂM 1pqSpp implies that Spp “ S1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Sk,
in which each Si has the same size as λiI (see [20, Lemma 2.1(b)]).
The algebra Λ1 consists of those matrices S P Λ, in which Spp has the
form S1‘ ¨ ¨ ¨‘Sk. Note that in this subcase we have reduced only the
diagonal blocks λ1I, . . . , λkI and the zero blocks of M
1
pq under them;
the blocks Fij are reduced in next steps of the algorithm.
Theorem 3. Let Γ Ă Ctˆt be a basic reduced algebra, and let U Ă t1, . . . , tu
be closed under the equivalence « from (33). Let n “ pn1, . . . , ntq be a se-
quence of nonnegative integers such that ni “ nj if i « j. Then each n ˆ n
complex matrix M is pΓnˆn,Uq-equivalent to the matrix Mcan constructed by
the algorithm. Two nˆn complex matricesM and N are pΓnˆn,Uq-equivalent
if and only if Mcan “ Ncan.
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Proof. Write Λ :“ Γnˆn. By the algorithm,
M „pΛ,Uq M 1 „pΛ1,U 1q M2 „pΛ2,U2q ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Hence, M „pΛ,Uq Mcan.
Let M „pΛ,Uq N . If Mpq is the first nonstable block of M with respect to
the ordering (41), then Npq is the first nonstable block of N ; the preceding
blocks of M and N coincide. If the equalities (38) do not imply (45), then
M 1pq “ N 1pq “ 0. If they imply (45), thenMpqSqq “ SppNpq, and soM 1pq “ N 1pq
in each of Subcases II(a)–II(e). In Subcase II(f), M 1pq and N
1
pq have the same
form (51) up to blocks Fij . Hence, M and N define the same pair pΛ1,U 1q,
and M 1 „pΛ1,U 1q N 1. We repeat this reasoning until we obtainM pkq „pΛpkq,Upkqq
N pkq, where k as in (42). Since M pkq is pΛpkq,U pkqq-similar only to itself, we
have M pkq “ N pkq, and so Mcan “ Ncan.
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